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Your ABC Guide to HTML What if you could learn HTML in a simple, straightforward way? Can you

imagine the possibilities and doors that will open to you once you do? If there is one thing you need

to know about HTML coding, is that itâ€™s easy, and the learning process is very approachable.

You can learn yourself through extensive research, but then we, at Quick Start Guides, like to make

things easier for you by developing this book! HTML Beginner's Crash Course is made to make the

task simpler for you. In these pages you'll find complete detailed information for your learning. What

are the advantages of being able to code HTML? 1. Putting up your own website. 2. Making a

career out of it. 3. Building a business. 4. Understanding (in-depth) of how computers and coding

work. These are just a few examples of what you can do, when you become a pro, the possibilities

are endless. What Will You Learn in this Book? -HTML Editors and Elements -Attributes -Formatting

-Phrase tags -Meta Tags -Comments -Tables -Colors -Background -Fonts -Marquees -Cascading

Style Sheets (CSS) Why hire someone and spend money, if you can perform HTML coding by

yourself? Read this book now to save time, customize your plans, and open yourself up to a whole

new world of possibilities and opportunities!
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I find this book very easy to read. Considering that it involves a complicated topic for me, it has been



friendly to my very limited understanding of HTML. I was able to learn much about how I can make

my own website, even if it is a simple one. I find the discussions on everything about HTML very

essential and crucial to my learning progress. This crash course about HTML is the best one I have

encountered so far.

If you are a beginner and you wish to master the basics of HTML, then this book would be perfect. It

contains a lot of information that is truly helpful to those who want to create their own HTML

codings. It will not be that easy at the beginning as it is a continuous process, but it will be an

awesome start.I just noticed some formatting errors under Chapter 3. I guess the author might have

overlooked some details. The codes mentioned, like  and  were not even included on the example

given. But overall, I find the contents very informative. Before, I was using an Online HTML Editor

whenever I need to code HTMLs, but thanks to the information I grasped inside, I can now create

my own without using such editors. I am very glad I bought this.

Helpful book as I am learning to brush up on my web design skills and needed to know HTML along

side with it. These types of coding does take a while to master as sometimes it can be hard but I like

this book as its beginner friendly. Now I can create a website and everything is in place without stuff

missing on in the wrong place. This was a very helpful guide.

This is a decent book for comprehension HTML, CSS, and web outline. I've had minimal related

knowledge in creating sites, however this book has assisted me with seeing how to make website

pages utilization labels and templates for beautiful showcases. Other than that, awesome book!

Unquestionably would suggest on the off chance that you need to figure out how to script in HTML.

I found this book very useful. I am a WordPress user and a cut and paste coder, who is still

struggling with understanding CSS. This book starts with the basics of web design, HTML, and

CSS; and ends with wire-framing, design tips, SEO, and analytics. The author is somehow able to

present a wide variety of information in a clear and precise way, with large graphics and illustrations

that break everything down into digestible sections.Unlike the other books I've read, which are very

simplistic and leave you with just a vague overview. This book will take a novice and beyond, and fill

in the gaps and make somewhat dry coding information simple and easy to understand. The

information is presented in a clear, easy to understand format. With the help of this book, CSS is

finally starting to make sense.This book is not only useful for the beginner, or web publisher that is



used to using WordPress, it also makes a great reference with an easy to use index and list of CSS

properties and HTML elements. This is the exact book I needed.

Easy to read and understand. This is a useful book for creating your own web page or even doing

simple things such as adding html tweaks to book reviews and blogs. It covers fonts, colors, charts,

and text features. I would recommend to any beginner who doesn't know a great deal about coding.

A quick read with illustrations makes it a must buy.

Picked this book up as I beginning to create a website for my newly launched business. I would

consider my self an infant level HTML programmer, but I was still able to understand everything

covered in this book. HTML, CSS, and Taglines can all sound like intimidating things, but this book

put it in "human" terms. Definitely recommend this read.

Html has always seemed very complicated to me so i stayed away until i had enough and decided

to take matters into my own hands instead of outsourcing my work so i decided to look for

something that could teach me the basics and thats when i came across this gem. This book is very

informative and detailed and in a way that made it easy for a beginner like myself to understand it i

highly recommend it
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